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Dispatches from the NAMM TSP conference | By Wayne Howell

“Just before the NAMM meeting cycle, the draft standard was complete. This was
something of a relief, as RDMnet has been in development for over 12 years . . .”
This month I’m wearing my PLASA Liaison hat
and reporting on events from the TSP Conference
in California. Run by ESTA, the TSP (Technical
Standards Programme) is the standards-making organisation
for the entertainment industry. Each year there are four
TSP conferences, two aligned with the USITT and NAMM
tradeshows; the others take place in Dallas. At these
conferences, a group of unpaid enthusiasts get together for the
process of making technical standards.
The TSP is responsible for a wide range of standards for our
industry, perhaps the best known being DMX512.
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MAKING STANDARDS
The TSP has a number of working groups - I am involved with
the Control Protocols Working Group (CPWG). The working
group sets up task groups to study particular subjects or
develop a new standard, and that’s where the detailed work
is done. The task groups range in size, but usually comprise
around 20 people, who meet at all four TSP conferences and
via the web. When the task group has finished its work, or has
reached a crossroad and needs more input, it goes back to
the working group, which would vote on how to proceed and
ultimately send the work for public review. The process is very
democratic - there’s a wide range of public review and peer
review procedures to help ensure good decisions are made
and all interested parties are considered. The ESTA Technical
Standards Programme is accredited by the American National
Standards Institute, which means that the work of the task
groups can eventually become ANSI standards, another
guarantee that the process has been fair and rigorous.
Numerous task groups met at the NAMM TSP - below is an
overview of how they are going . . .
RDMNET TO BECOME A STANDARD
RDMnet (E1.33), the sister protocol to sACN (E1.33), is designed
to allow RDM data to be transported over a network. RDMnet is
a suite of protocols that include:
• RPT: RDM Packet Transport - used to carry RDM messages
over the network.
• LLRP: Low Level Recovery Protocol which is used to configure
IP settings (see LSi October 2018).
• BP: Broker Protocol which allows connection and discovery
for RPT.
Just before the NAMM meeting cycle, the RDMnet task
group held a web meeting and concluded that all the public
comments had been resolved and the draft standard was
complete; the CPWG then voted to send the document to the

final letter ballot for approval. This was something of a relief, as
RDMnet has been in development for over 12 years, a process
that included 77 drafts, seven public consultations generating
797 comments, and five re-designs. Unless anything unexpected
occurs, we can expect RDMnet to become a standard in 2019.
The RDMnet task group is co-chaired by Sam Kearney of ETC
and Scott Blair of Megapixel VR.
RDM UPDATE
RDM (E1.20) - or Remote Device Management - became
a standard in 2006 and has gone through one update in 2010.
Its purpose is to allow bi-directional communication over the
DMX512 cable; the best-known use of RDM is for setting the
start address remotely, but that is just a tiny fraction of what is
offered by RDM.
Over the last couple of years, the RDM task group, co-chaired
by me and Scott Blair of Megapixel VR, had been working on
updating the standard. Some of the improvements that are
being developed include:
• Allow RDM to work more efficiently over radio systems by the
addition of higher resolution handshaking.
• Add mechanisms to pack data more efficiently to improve
speed and reduce bandwidth.
• Include support for international character sets and
language.
• Add messages to allow more efficient integration with
RDMnet.
The latest draft has just completed a public review where
approximately 150 comments and suggestions were made - the
task group is working its way through the list . . .
FIRMWARE UPLOAD
The Firmware Upload (E1.37-4) task group, chaired by Peter
Willis of Howard Eaton Lighting, is working on a mechanism
within RDM that will allow updating of fixture firmware via
RDM. The original draft actually included a firmware upload
mechanism, but it was limited to uploading one fixture at a time
so it never made it into the standard. The goal of the Firmware
Upload task group now is to develop a robust mechanism that
allows upload to multiple fixtures simultaneously. The task
group is working on resolving all the comments received in the
public review that ended last April.
RDM MESSAGES
The E1.37-5 task group, chaired by Scott Blair of Megapixel VR,
is working on a set of new messages to further upgrade the
functionality of RDM. The are two key categories:
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• A set of messages that allows testing of products and data
distribution.
• A method for using JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) to
make manufacturer-specific data more accessible. The idea
here is that if a fixture manufacturer has features that do not
fit into the standard RDM message set, they can use this
method to publish the information to the lighting console.
The group is working on resolving all the comments received
in the public review that ended last year.
NAEP
The NAEP (Network Advertisement of Entertainment Protocols)
task group, co-chaired by Jason Potterf of Cisco and Kevin
Loewen of Pathway, is in the early stages of drafting
a document. The task group is developing commands (called
TLVs) that will work with LLDP, a protocol that allows network
devices to communicate their needs to ethernet switches (it’s
mostly used to configure a switch for PoE). Ethernet switches
tend to dislike entertainment protocols, which involve large
quantities of traffic that can start, stop and change in random
ways, which a switch could mistake for an attack such as
a denial of service. So the goal of the task group is to allow, for
example, a DMX512 gateway to tell a switch that it’s using sACN
and so to expect a mass of multicast traffic. The switch can then
intelligently allocate its internal resources as needed.
COMPLIANCE STUDY GROUP
The Compliance Study Group, co-chaired by me and Javid
Butler of Integrated Theatre, is relatively new and met several
times at NAMM. It’s been set up to research how standards
compatibility can be improved in the entertainment industry and
is now focused on DMX512, looking at common implementation
problems and how to generate a list of product compatibility
tests.
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AUTOMATION
The Automation Task Group (E1.59 Automation Vector
Transmission Protocol) is developing a standard for
a communication protocol that can report in realtime the
motion of objects on stage - for example, a spotlight tracking an
actor standing on a stage rotate. The task group, co-chaired by
Dan Murfin of the National Theatre and Maya Nigrosh of Sonos,
is making good progress on the document and expect to put
their work out for public review very soon.
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CONCLUSION
Many more discussions occured at a TSP conference - for
one, the NextGen group is starting to look at what comes after
sACN. There were also numerous discussions on the new
GDTP (General Device Type Format) system for describing lamp
personalities. And a reasonable quantity of beer was consumed
- after all, it’s rock and roll! All this work is done by volunteers
and it costs just $100 per year to participate.
Finally, the dates are out for the PLASA European PlugFest it’s taking place 26-28 February at Hôtel ibis Lille Centre Gares,
Lille, France. To attend, visit www.plasa.org. I
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